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“Anyone who tries to make brownies
without butter should be arrested!” 

INA GARTEN

Dear Friends,
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A few words about these recipes. Yes, there is more than one brownie recipe, and
thankfully they all have butter so, I won't be arrested! I just love them all, and I switch
around based on what I’m craving … a little coffee flavor, caramel? And I adore the
Katharine Hepburn story and reveling in her legacy every time I make them. I like serving
brownies with lemon squares on a tray as a pick-up dessert rather than serving at the
table. Sometimes it’s nice to let everyone mingle again after dinner. The Almond
Macaroons are divine and even better when warmed. The Granola Bars aren’t like the
others you’ve had — they are much better! They will be especially good with blueberries
when they’re in season. If you make the Lemon Bomb, you can find the meringues at
Trader Joe’s. This dessert is so refreshing and keeps well in your freezer. It’s great to
make a batch or two and have on hand. To make it super easy to serve, scoop earlier in
the day and keep in the freezer. That way, you only have to pop the pre-scooped
servings in your dessert bowls. Serve with Almond Macaroons if you really want your
guests to swoon! And finally, how can you beat a bowl of Talenti Gelato or Ben and
Jerry’s Cherry Garcia and Chocolate Sauce? Seriously, so easy and so perfectly delish! 
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From our home to yours, 

 
Follow EE on 
Instagram and Facebook

EE Favorites!         

Game Day Brownies
Almond Macaroons
Blueberry Cobbler
Granola Bars
Irwin's Super Brownies
Lemon Squares
Key Lime Pie
Katharine Hepburn Brownies
Lemon Bomb with Raspberry Sauce
Chocolate Sauce
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Become a Member of the Effortless Entertaining Community

“I'm loving all your EE updates.
Thank you for sharing and inspiring!” 

BETH 
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